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ABSTRACT 

Conditions are given for the equivalence of the Estrup Wolfgang description of the hot atom 
reaction kinetics with the first order HurwitzJapproximatfon in the neutron slowing down theory. 
Conclusions are drawn for the applicability of this approach for describing hot atom replacement 
processes in reactive mixtures. Analytical and numerical calculations were carried ou» to explain 
an unusual concentration dependence of " C I for CI substitution, found experimentally in Hqiria binary 
mixtures of ortho dicMorobenzene and hexa»luorobenzene 

X. Береи, Я. Гадо, А. Керестури, 3 . Сатмари, С. Вашш: Эффект замедления и погло
щения на горячие реакции замещения атомов з в С 1 в смесях орто-дихлорбензола с 
гексафторбенэолом. KFKI-1989-57/J 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Определены условия, при которых уравнение Эструпа-Вольфганга, описывающее 
кинетику реакций горячих атомов, соответствует первому приближению Гурвица, ис
пользуемому в теории замедления нейтронов. Сделаны выводы относительно возможно
сти применения этого приближения для описания горячих реакций замещения в ^ а к 
тивных смесях. Проведены аналитические и численные расчеты для объяснения экспе
риментально найденной аномальной зависимости замещения з в С 1 - С 1 от концентрации 
ш жидких двойных смесях ортодихлорбензола с гексафторбенэолом. 

Betel К., Oadó J., Keresztúri A., Szatmáry Z., Vass Sz.: A hssulás és elnyelés hatása a Cl 
atomok nagy energiájú helyettesítésére orto dlklór benzol és hexafluor benzol elegyeiben. 
KFKI-1989 -57/J. 

KIVONAT 

Meghatároztuk azokat a feltóteleket, amelyek mellett a nagy energiájú reakciók kinetikájának 
Estrup-Wolfgang egyenlettel való fe/rása megegyezik a neutronlassulás elméletének elsőrendű 
Hurwltz közelítésével Következtetéseket vontunk le arra, mennyire alkalmazható ez a közelítés a 
reakcióképes elegyekben történő nagy energiájú helyettesítési folyamatok leírására. Analitika) és 
numerikus számításokat végeztünk annak az anomalies koncentrációfüggósnek a magyarázatára, 
amelyet kísérleti úton találtunk a 3 Cl Cl helyettesítésre orto dlklór benzol és hexafluor benzol 
folyékony blnér elegyeiben. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

In an eariier experimental study 4' of hot CI atoms reacting in the binary 
mixtures of ortho-dichlorobenzene (о-СьЩОг) and hexafluorobenzene {C^F(>) it was 
found that the yields from " Cl-for-CI replacement corrected for dilution varied with 
the component concentrations of the mixture — growing to relatively high values with 
increasing C(Jrc content — whereas the yields from 38CI-for-F replacement corrected 
for dilution were found to be constant over the whole dilution range. This finding was 
interpreted in terms of liquid cage reactions of the thermal 3 8CI atoms masking the 
results of the true hot process* ' \ However, it cannot be excluded that the different 
behaviors are caused by the different moderating and absorption properties of the two 
components which may result in changing the energy spectra of the hot 3 8C1 atoms 
along with the varying concentration of the components thus leading to different 
probabilities of the replacement processes*"4*. The aim of the present paper is to 
elucidate this problem in neutron slowing down calculations carried out in hypothetical 
model systems chosen such that their parameters correspond to 0-C6H4CI2 and CtJFb 
mixtures of different concentrations. 
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2. FORMULAE USED 

2.1. The classical Estrup-Wolfgang theory of hot atom reaction kinetics 

Studies on the chemistry of energetic atoms produced by nuclear reactions date 
back to fourty years ago, when the first papers of Libby ( 5 ) and of Miller. Gryder and 
Dodson ( 6 , 7 ) were published. The final formulation of the kinetic theory of hot atom 
reactions was done ten years later by Estrup and Wolfgang ( 8 , 9 >. The basic concept in 
the kinetic theory is the "total" probability Pj that a hot atom of initial energy E,, 
reacts with component j of a mixture in the (non-thermal) energy range of interest Ei. 
E2 (Eih « Ej < E2 « E 0 , where Eu, is the thermal energy). The "total" probability 
Pj. called by experimentalists the radiochemical yield from component j . is given by 
the integral 

Ei 
Pj = /pj(E)fj(E)n(E)dE (1) 

E 2 

where pj(E) is the probability of chemical combination on collision with component j 
(which we call the excitation function of component j), fj(E) is the probability of all 
(reactive and non-reactive) collisions with component j and n(E) is the collision density 
(i.e. the number of collisions of the hot atom per unit energy) at hot atom kinetic 
energy E. 

The fraction fj(E) of reactive and non-reactive collisions of the hot atom with 
component j is defined as 

f.(E) = S ^ E H ^ S ^ E ) ] - ' « Х.а ( . ( Е ^ Х ^ Е ) ] - 1 (2.1) 

where Sij(E) = Sjrj(E) + S ej is the macroscopic cross section of reactive and non-reactive 
collisions with component j; their summation is made for all components present. Let 
Xj denote the mole fraction of componjent j in the mixture of density p. With this 
notation fj(E) is expressed by microscopic cross sections о. (Е) related to macroscopic 
ones as 

S. * X.vo. (2.2) 

Cross sections S .(E), aa(E) of reactive collisions usually depend on the kinetic energy 
of hot atoms; non-reactive collisions are assumed to be elastic, and therefore their 
cross sections S. , cr . are independent of energy, ч e J 
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The — approximate — collision density function for hot atoms can be analytically 
formulated by using the method originally proposed by Miller, Gryder and Dodson(6> 

and actually based on Placzek's theory on the slowing down of neutrons ( , 0 ). According 
to this approach, the collision density of the hot atoms at much lower than the initial 
hot atom energies has the form 

n(E) = ^E)" 1 for E « E„ (3) 

where 4 is the average logarithmic energy loss per collision in the mixture*1()): 

* = JLF.5. (4.1) 

In Eq.(4.1) Fj is the fraction of elastic (non-reactive) collisions of the hot atom with 
component j : 

F *• S . [ 4 S J " 1 = X.a .[i.X.a J " 1 ( 4-2) 
j e j ' к ek J j ej l к к с к ' ' ' 

and l is the average logarithmic energy loss per collision with component j 

«j = <ln(E/E')> (4.3) 

where the bracket denotes the averaging over all possible energies E' after collision. 
In general case, t,- may depend on E. the actual kinetic energy of the hot atom before 
collision. For hard-sphere elastic collisions calculated in the next paragraph t turned 
out to be independent of the hot atom kinetic energy. If p.(E) is finite in the energy 
region of interest, then the right-hand side of Eq.(3) must be multiplied by the probability 
that the hot atom has escaped combination in the energy range (Е.Ег); thus 

E 2 

n(E) - № " ' <l-l.Jf.|E')p.(E')n<E')dF/)- (5) 
E 

(In the theory of neutron slowing down the similar approach is called the Weinberg* \ 
Wigner ( l , ) and Corngold ( l2 ) approximation03*.) Provided that X f (E)p(E) — 0 for all 
hot atom energies and fj is independent of E, the solution to the integral equation (5) 
is given by Estrup and Wolfgang in the form 

E 2 

n(E) = UEf ' - exp i -xJuE 1 ) •^.(E'Jp.tE-JdE'} (6) 
E 
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and by substituting this form into Eq.(l), the probability of hot atom reaction with 
component j is obtained as 

E2 E 2 

?i = j(iEf4 }(Е)р.(В) е х р { - 2 к | ( lET' fJE^p^E^dE'JdE (7) 
Ei E 

Limits of the validity and applicability of the Estrup-Wolfgang theory were 
discussed — among others — by Urch ( , 4 > . Malcolme-Lawes ( ,5> as well as by 
Malcolme-Lawes and Urch ( , 6 ) . The results of computer simulation studies indicated 
that the theory properly describes the physical processes, up to a higher reactivity than 
expected* •' К though the theory itself is sometimes used without the necessary care 
for the interpretation of experimental data ( , 4 \ High-reactivity systems might thus be 
described within the framework of the original concept of Estrup and Wolfgang, using 
an appropriate formalism disregarding the low-reactivity condition S. f.(E)p.(E)-*0. In 
order to describe mathematically a high-reactivity system we use again the neutron 
slowing down formalism, shortly recapitulated according to the treatment of Dresner* l x \ 

2.2. The neufron slowing down theory 

The flux of neutrons Ф(Е), i.e. the number of neutrons per unit volume and unit 
energy multiplied by the velocity of neutrons, having slowed down in elastic collisions 
in a mixiure of absorbing scatterers, is described by the integral equation jin Dresner's 
book (Ref. 13) the neutron slowing down is treated in terms of the logarithmic energy 
loss u « ln-̂ » called "lethargy") 

E 

E/e. 
S. Stj<E)4>(E) - 2 . { ^ ( Е Х Е ' К Е ' О - а ^ Г ^ Е ' + *<Е) (8) 

E 

where Sej(E) and Saj(E) stand for the macroscopic elastic scattering and absorption 
cross sections of the nuclei of component j , respectively; Stj(E) - Sej(E)+Saj(E) is their 
total macroscopic cross section for elastic scattering + absorption, <?{E) is the neutron 
source strength function defined as the rate of introduction of uncollided neutrons 
per unit volume and unit energy. The collision density is obtained frcm the flux as 
n(E) « 2.Sr(E)<t>(E). When formulating Eq.{8), only s-wave interactions between the 
colliding partners are assumed, causing the scattering to be isotropic in the centre-of-mass 
system. It follows from this assumption that at (laboratory) neutron energies E well 
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above the thermal energy ЕЦ», the scattered neutron energies are uniformly distributed 
ewer the interval |«.E£) as expressed by the kernel (I-a )~lE~l in Eq.(8), where a.is 
given by die scatterer-to-neutron mass ratio Aj as 

a. = ( А . - 1 ) 2 / ( А . + 1 ) 2 . <9) 

The number of neutrons absorbed by component j is given by the integral 

E2 E2 
R j m Í S e j < E ) * < E ) d E = J S^EH^S^EH-'nfEidE. (Ю) 

Ei E, 

If the neutron source strength function is unitary, as assumed in the further calculations, 
Rj gives the probability that the neutron becomes absorbed by component j in the 
energy range of interest (E1.E2). 

No general solution is available to the integral equation (8) for arbitrary cross 
section and source strength functions. In this case numerical algorithms have to be 
used for studying the physical properties of the system. Approximate solutions to Eq.(8) 
can be given in an analytical form on applying certain limiting conditions to the cross 
section curves and to the energy range. These approximate solutions will be used to 
connect the two formalisms. 

Let Es be the lowest energy of source neutrons, thus «HE) » 0, if E < E$. Far 
below of the source energies, the integral equation (8) can be rewritten for the neutron 
collision density n(E) in the form 

E/a. 
n(E) = X3 J ^(Е')Р.(Е')п(Б'НЕ'(1-«з)Г^Е- (1 1) 

E 

where ß(E) - I. Se.(E)/£. S(.(E) is the elastic scattering fraction of the total cross section; 
the collision density n(E) and the elastic collision fraction Fj(E) correspond to the 
quantities in Eqs.(l) and (4.2). Provided that all functions Fj(E) are independent of the 
neutron kinetic energy and that the elastic scattering fraction ß(E) is a "slowly varying" 
function of E, the collision density function satisfying Eq.(l 1) is obtained from the 
Hurwitz-approximation ( , 3 , , 7 ) as 

E, 
n(E) - (US)"1 exp (J xfE'MEy 1 dE') (12) 

E 

where 4, the average logarithmic energy loss per collision, is calculated in a 
straightforward way from the kernel of the integral equation (8) as 
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E 
i - 2j / F ^ E ' 0 - . р Г 1 In (E/E')dE* -

- X ^ ^ I + e ^ l - j ) " 1 In e j ) (13) 

and the function x(E) in Eq.(12) is given as a series expansion in powers of n-l. 
Restricting ourselves to the first term, we write 

ME) - (ß(E)- lK- 1 - -XjS^EHtXkS^E)]- 1 (14) 

and the collision density function is obtained by substituting Eq.(14) into (12). 

23b The link between the bot atom reaction kinetics and the neutron stowing 
down theory 

The Estrup-Wolfgang approach to the kinetics of not atom reactions and the first 
order Hurwitz approximation in the theory of neutron slowing down have similar 
concepts. "Reaction* (or "combination") on collision in the hot atom chemistry means 
the same as "absorption" in the neutron slowing down; non-reactive collisions are 
assumed in both cases to be elastic. Thus the link between the two theories can be 
established by comparing Pj, the "total" probability of a hot atom reaction defined in 
Eq.(7), with Rj, the probability of neutron absorption given in Eq.(10), The condition 
for the equality of the two probabilities is found in the following form: 

Xj f^Б)р^Б)-Г l - Xj S^BUUkS^E)) - ' (13) 

By substituting S|J(EyzkS|k<E) for fjft, Хрл/В* for Sej(E) and ХуЦа, fli) + a e j ) for 
StJ(E) in Eq.(15) and by introducing the notation r.(E) - о ,(E)/a ., a term-to-term 
comparison of the two sides results in the following equation for p.(E): 

P,<E) - S . ^ E H S ^ E H S ^ r 1 - » j IBHl-HjWr 1 (16) 

For ол .(BHcee. i.e. in the low-reactivity limit, p.(E) - т. (E). With this choice of p.,«,) 
the formalism of the hot atom reaction kinetics will be identical with that of the 
neutron slowing down and the term 'neutron" in the latter can be replaced by "hot 
atom*. 

It should be mentioned here that the Estrup-Wolfgang theory*9* does not make 
distinction between fj(E) and Fj when calculating the collision density function and 
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the mean logarithmic energy loss per collision (cf. Eqs.(5) and (7) in Ref.(9)). In the 
tow-reactivity limit, which is one of the basic assumptions of the Estrup-Wolfgang 
theory. fj(E) -* Fj and thus no error arises in the practice. This treatment, however, 
leads to a misinterpretation of pj(E). if и .(E) and с, .are commensurable. By substituting, 
for example, fj(E) with Fj on the left-hand side of Eq.(15), we have Pj(E)= 
т. (E)/[ I +£ F.T (E)]; i.e. the excitation function, in contrast with the original assumptions 
of the Estrup-Wolfgang theory, would depend on the parameters of all components 
present. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Analytical cafceJations te binary mixtures 

Applicability limits of the analytical neutron slowing down formalism are set now 
by die sole restriction applied to the cross section curves in the Hurwiu-approxifnation: 
Le. the elastic collision fraction Э(Е) « I . SeVi^S^íE) should be a 'slowly varying* 
function of the neutron (« hot atom) kinetic energy E. Practically, the term "slowly 
varying" means that a|E) can be treated as a constant function with respect to integration 
over any submtervals (a.E£) in the energy range of interest. Since p is a rational 
expression of the cross section functions, this condition is less restrictive than the low 
reactivity limit x.f.p.lE) — 0. For example: if j is the main component of a highly 
reactive mixture (X. - I . f - 1), and •*. (E) :*> 1 in a range much wider than the mean 
energy loss per collision (cube shape or the triangular excitation functions in Refs.(l5> 
and (16)), tbe low-reactivity condition does not hold. X.fj>.(E) - 1, but в remains 
constant near to zero and thus the Hurwitz-approximatkm can be applied. Probably 
this is the reason why the Estrup-Wolf gang theory was found to be valid up to higher 
reactivities than expected* 1 5 , 1 6*. 

Results of a demonstrational calculation of reaction probabilities by utilizing the 
Hurwitz-approximation to the collision density function in a two-component mixture 
may thus be assumed qualitatively characteristic for the highly reactive experimental 
systems in Refs.(l) and (2). 

In order to avoid complicated formulae, cross sections of the most simple curvature 
were chosen. Let о . * 0 be independent of the hot atom energy and let o^. (E) 
— and thus т. (E) — also be described by constant functions differing from zero in 
disjunct kinetic energy intervals (as plotted in Fig. 1); thus 

ft*} - const, if В.. s E ss E „ , j - 1.2 

' • ' e J lO, otherwise 

It can be shown that this simplification does not affect the validity of the 
conclusions. I t follows from this choice of cross sections and energy intervals that in 
die exponent of the collision density function we have the form 

, \*AV+*A\~l - fi* ifE„*E*E l 2 , j-1,2 m 



Figure 1. Schematic representation of -,j (E) = »a j(E)/irc j , the absorption cross section 
function normalized to the corresponding elastic scattering cross section, 
used in approximate analytical calculations of radiochemical yields; see 
Eq.(17) and the text. 

This property permits all integrals easy to be evaluated, and after elementary 
steps, the collision density function can be expressed as 

n(E)-UE)"1 [max(E,E:. yEnf2 * 
[max ( L , L I i ) / E | 2 ] \ if ESE12 

I, 
0, 

if Ei2<E£E22 
if £22<E 

(19) 

By substituting now n(E) from Eq.(!9) into Eq.(lO), the probabilities Ri and R2 
of hot reaction with components I and 2, respectively, are given as 

M-M 214I-»,) 4 
and 

R, - 41 -» , ) *2 

(20.1) 

(20.2) 

where f» » (E.,-E.,)/E.,, is the relative width of function т. (E), j - 1.2, see also Fig.l, 
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Some experimental results can be qualitatively explained by analyzing R. in terms 
of «| and 6 . For example, in several systems R. was found to be — within the 
experimental uncertainties — a linear function of X., at least in a limited range of 
the component mole fractions. In order to explain this behaviour, let us assume that 
the absorption peaks are narrow enough to approximate (1-6.) * by 1-?.ь. in Eqs. 
(20.1) and (20.2); in this case the reaction probability with component j can be written 
in the simple form R. - «p. *.. This approximation does not require extremely sharp 
(resonam.e like) peaks. If «p. remains below 0.2. the error is less than 20% in the 
calculated values of reaction probability up to ь. - 0.4. In the low reactivity limit 
the conditions for this approximation are even better. 

The effect of component concentration or. reaction probability is determined by 
f. and i, and it is obtained from Eqs.(13) and (18) as the analytical expression 

Equation (21) defines Yj. the radiochemical yield corrected for dilution (as called 
in experimental studies). If the mole fraction Xj — 0, Yj is constant in all systems 
where the previously mentioned conditions hold for the widths of the absorption peaks. 
In these systems Rj is a linear function of the corresponding mole fraction. Kontis 
and Urch developed a linear empirical model* l8> for describing hot yields of 3 8CI 
reactions from different liquid systems' w ' 2 1 \ in terms of yields from the pure components. 
The coefficients of yields were expressed by rational expressions of reaction cross 
sections of all components present* l 8 , l 9 ) , resembling thus to the present treatment. In 
low-reactivity systems the concentration dependence of Yj is determined by the factor 
t*k*kaekV '' ^ o r 4 , e m o n s t r a l i o n ' o n e ° f t n e parameters in the sum, the mean logarithmic 
energy loss per (elastic hard sphere) collision with a particular component, is plotted 
in Fig. 2 vs. the reactant molecule to hot atom mass ratio A. The other parameter, the 
elastic scattering cross section a, is assumed to increase with molecular size. If the 
values of molar mass and of molecular size of the components do not change rapidly, 
XiXjtr JL is expected to be a slowly varying function of the mixture composition. 
For example, assuming that the encounters of hot 3 8CI atoms with C6F6 and 0-C6H4CI2 
molecules are elastic hard-sphere collisions, we find that 4(C6F6) - 0.36, and 4(C6H4CI2) 
- 0.44. If we(C6F6) - a e(C6H4CI2), then {W«^)'1 v a r í e s w i l h t n e m o , e f r a c í í o n 

in their binary mixtures by Jess than 22Я, cf. Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2. Logarithmic energy loss per elastic hard sphere collision versus the mass 
ratio of the colliding partners. The arrows mark the points which correspond 
to A - 186.1/38 - 4.90. the C y V ^ C I , and A - 147/38 - 3.87, the 
СбН4С1г/38С1 mass ratio. 

Considering now the problem of hot 3 8C1 for F, and hot 1 8 CI for CI substitution 
in binary mixtures of QF6 and 0-C6H4CI2. Y(CbF6) was found to be constant (or, at 
least, a slowly varying function) within the experimental error over a wide (0£Х(СбРб)ДО-9) 
range Ы the Ctfb mole fractions X(Q>F6)< while У(о-СбН4С1г) incrased with increasing 
values of \{C^Fb). see Fig. 3. 

This significant difference between the corrected radiochemical yields of the two 
replacement processes enables us to assign these processes to the appropriate ones 
among Eqs.(20.1) and (20.2). The constancy of Y(CbF6) vs. ХЮОД indicates that the 
hot M C1 for F substitution can be described in terms of the model discussed above, 
\л. by any of Eqs.(20.1) and (20.2). The strong non-linearity of Y(C6H4Ö2) suggests 
that the hot 3 8 CI for CI substitution can only be related to the equation of the more 
complex structure, i.e. to Eq.(20.l). 
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Figure 3. Experimental radiochemical yields*'' (corrected for dilution) from hot 
•^Cl-for-CI (A) and 3*CI-for-F (o) replacement in binary mixtures of o-CbiUC\2 
and 0>Рб, versus the mole fractions of C^Fb-
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R<o-C6H4C!2) - [ l - X t C ^ Y t C ^ m i - O - * , ) '] (22.1) 
•Mf 

R(C 6 F 6 ) - X |C 6 F 6 )Y(C 6 F 6 ) (22.2) 

In ЕЗД22.1) and (222) the mixture composition is characterized by the mole fraction 
of CtfV If the hot ^Cl for Ci substitution in 0-QH4CI2 is a highly reactive process 
then TJ J* 1. apart from small 0-C6H4CI2 (i.e. high CfeF6) mole fractions; <f, and thus 
Ml-*,) **7 are constant or slowly varying functions of the mixture composition in a 
wide range of mole fractions. From Eq.(22.1) the corresponding radiochemical yield 
corrected for dilution is obtained by dividing both sides by Xfo-Ql^ClaH-XfCtfty: 

Y(o-C 6 H 4 Cl 2 ) « 7 [ l -X(C,F6)Y{C 6 F 6 ) ] l i -X(C 6 F 6 ) r l (23) 

In the given range of component mole fractions, the qualitative agreement of 
Eq.(23) with the experimental results is satisfactory. For X(C6F6H-0.Y(o-C6H4Cl2)-7. 
7 < 1; since Y(Ű6F6) - 0.15 <к 1, for increasing Ctfe mole fractions the nominator 
in Eq.(23) decreases more rapidly than the denumerator thus resulting in rapidly 
unerasing Y(o-C6Ü4Cl2) vs. X^C^Fey Moreover, the hyperbolic shape (convexity) of the 
curve plotted from the experimental points is also reflected by the approximating 
function. 

In the present approximation the choice between Eqs.(20.l) and (20.2) was based 
on the concentration dependence of the radiochemical yields. This choice, however, 
results in a condition for the location of the absorption peaks. According to the definition 
of the functions т. (E), j » 1,2 in Eq.( 17), the absorption peak assigned to the hot 3 8CI 
for Cl substitution in 0-C6H4CI2 should be locatedat at lower energies than that assigned 
to the hot 3 8CI forF substitution in С^ь- The position of the absorption peak along 
the energy axis is connected with E|„ the binding enetgy of the atoms to be substituted. 
If E < Eb, the energy of the hot atom is not sufficient to separate the atom to be 
replaced from the molecule; if E •» Et,, the duration af the encounter becomes too 
short for any interaction: in both cases т(Е) - О. Between the two extreme energies, 
T(E) is assumed to have a smooth curvature with a single maximum at Em. cf. Ref s.( 15,16); 
by comparing two absorption peaks, from the relation Еы < Еьг one may assume that 
Emi < Em2- The binding energy of Cl in o-QfoCfe is Еь(С1) - 3.7 eV and that of F 
in СУб is Eb(F) - 5.0 eV<22>. The relation Еь(С1) < Et,(F) is an independent physical 
argument which supports the idea that the absorption peak of hot 3 8C1 for Cl substitution 
in 0-C6H4CI2 is located at lower energies than that of hot 3 8CI forF substitution in 
СУРб. in agreement with conclusions drawn on the assumption derived purely from the 
concentration dependence of radiochemical yields. 
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ЗА. Numerical analysis of radiochemical yields in highly reactive binary 
mixtures 

Results obtained for properties of radiochemical yields in highly reactive binary 
mixtures can be confirmed by numerical calculations. In such calculations Eq.(8) is 
solved for the collision density function by utilizing a computer code ( 2 3 ) . Partly because 
of the mathematical formalism used in the computer code, partly because of our 
insufficient knowledge of microscopic processes, the computations are made under the 
following conditions: 

1. The energy loss of hot atoms is due to their elastic hard sphere collisions with 
the molecules, thus purely determined by the corresponding mass ratios. 

2. The microscopic absorption cross section curves vs. hot atom kinetic energy 
are described by the Breit-Wigner formula: 

% . (E) = .АП+4[{Е-Е , )) /г , р 2 )- 1 for j = 1.2 (24) 

with maximum location E°, full width I ° and amplitude a3.. 

The microscopic parameters are chosen such that the system resembles binary 
mixtures of ortho-dichlorobenzene and hexafluorobenzene. The parameters are denoted 
respectively by subscripts I and 2: A, = »47/38 = 3.87. «, = 0.347 and *, - 0.437, 
as well as A 2 - 186.1/38 » 4.90. « 2 = 0.437 and $ 2 0.358. It has to be pointed out 
that realistic encounters of hot 38C1 atoms with 0-C6H4G2 and СвРь molecules are 
probably not hard-sphere collisions. In a correct description the intermolecular potentials, 
the distribution of the collision energy among the molecular segments etc. should be 
taken into account. Due to our insufficient knowledge of the realistic hot processes 
taking place in the condensed phase, we cannot propose any other simple approximation 
which would more reliably reflect the nature of the energy loss. 

Considering a 3 8CI recoil energy spectrum constructed from measured data on 
the 3 7CI (n.-y) 3 8Cl nuclear reaction (24), the average kinetic energy of recoil 3 8C1 atoms 
is 294 eV and the recoil energy distribution shows that less than 0.55? of recoil CI 
atoms have initial kinetic energy below 20 eV. Thus Ф(Е) in Eq.(8) can be replaced by 
a discrete line resulting in a 1 /E hot atom kinetic energy spectrum in the (hot) absorption 
region. 

Since published data on reaction cross sections are not available (at least to our 
best knowledge), we assumed that the maximum locations of the absorption cross 
section functions are at the corresponding binding energies of chlorine (E° -3.7 eV) 
and of fluorine (E 2 -5.0 eV) in aromatic hydrocarbons(22\ The present choice of the 
E° values means that the absorption cross section curves are shifted along the kinetic 
energy axis towards the thermal region, causing some distortion in the ratio of the 
radiochemical yields arising from the two compounds. The remaining parameters are 
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the amplitudes and widths of the absorption cross section functions, as well as the 
elastic scattering cross sections. The values of the parameter combination V? « »° /o 
were estimated from hot 3 8 Cl for G and hot 3HC1 for F replacement yields obtained 
experimentally in single reactant systems*'' 2 5 2 й > . In this case, the amplitude t°. can 
numerically be determined as a parametric function of the width l. for any experimental 
radiochemical yields (R| -12% in 0-QH4 CI2 for the hot адС1 for Q replacement and 
R2 -1851 in CbFe for the hot 3KC1 for F replacement, cf. Ref.(26)). In the neat systems 
the same set of values г - 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 eV has been chosen for die 
widths of the two absorption cross section function j « U ; the results are collected 
in Table 1. 

it 0 
T 2 

0.1 2.1 5.5 
0.5 0.26 0.52 

1.0 0.118 0.299 

2.0 O.055 0.104 

5.0 a.027 0.049 -

Table 1. Interdependence of resonance maxima *"] and of 
half-widths r'j of Breit-Wigner type absorption cross 
section functions assumed to describe hot 3RCl-for-CI 
and 38CI-for-F replacement in neat 0-C6H4CI2 and 
CeFö, respectively. 

The calculation of hot attm replacement yields (corrected for dilution) in the 
mixture of the two components has been carried out by using the 5 x 5 possible pairs 
from Table 1 at 0.3,0.5 and 0.9 mole fractions of Ctfb- The results of these calculations 
are summarized in Table 2. The group of most interesting data in this table belongs 
to Tj - 0.1 eV; these results are plotted in Fig. 4. In this case, the radiochemical yield 
from hot M CI for CI replacement in о-ВДДОг (corrected for dilution) increases with 
the mole fraction of СбР6 for all values of i'z However by varying r 2, some values 
can be found where the radiochemical yields from hot 3 8 Cl for F replacement in СУб 
do not charge significantly, thus are comparable with the experimental results in Ref.(l) 
(see Fig. 3), and with the results of the approximate analytical calculations discussed 
in Section 3.1. 
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Figure 4. Calculated radiochemical yields (corrected for dilution) from hot 3 8Cl-for-CI 
and 38CI-for-F replacement in binary mixtures df 0-C6H4G2 and QFb. 
versus the mole fractions of QJFf The calculations were made by using a 
numerical neutron siowing-down algorithm*23*. Hot replacement processes 
are described by Breit-Wigner type absorption cross section functions, and 
their half-widths are the parameters of the presented curves. For the choice 
of the other parameters see the text. 
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Yi « Y(o-C6H4Cl2) Y 2 - Y<C6Fb> 
X 2 - XtQFb) 0 3 0.7 0.9 0.3 0.7 0.9 

' l '2 

12.71 16.00 19.00 
12.86 16.33 19.00 
13.00 16.33 19.00 
13.00 16.67 20.00 
13.14 17.00 20.00 

25.00 19.71 18.45 
18.33 18.00 17.88 
17.33 1737 17.78 
16.33 17.14 17.67 
16.00 17.00 17.67 

0.1 
0.5 

0.1 1.0 
2.0 
4.0 

12.71 16.00 19.00 
12.86 16.33 19.00 
13.00 16.33 19.00 
13.00 16.67 20.00 
13.14 17.00 20.00 

25.00 19.71 18.45 
18.33 18.00 17.88 
17.33 1737 17.78 
16.33 17.14 17.67 
16.00 17.00 17.67 

0.1 
0.5 

0.5 1.0 
2.0 
4.0 

11.71 11.67 13.00 
11.86 13.00 13.00 
12.00 13.00 13.00 
12.00 13.00 14.00 
12.14 13.33 14.00 

25.00 19.57 18.45 
18.33 18.00 17.89 
17.33 17.57 17.89 
16.33 17.29 17.78 
16.00 17.14 17.78 

0.1 
0.5 

1.0 1.0 
2.0 
4.0 

11.43 12.00 13.00 
11.71 12.33 13.00 
11.71 12.33 13.00 
11.86 12.67 13.00 
11.86 12.67 13.00 

24.67 19.71 18.45 
18.33 18.00 17.89 
17.33 17.57 17.89 
16.67 17.29 17.78 
16.33 17.29 17.78 

0.1 
0.5 

2.0 КО 
2.0 
4.0 

11.29 12.00 12.00 
11.57 12.00 12.00 
11.71 12.00 12.00 
11.71 12.33 13.00 
11.86 12.33 13.00 

24.67 19.71 18.45 
18.33 18.00 1749 
17.33 1737 17.89 
16.67 17.43 17.78 
16.33 17.29 17.78 

0.1 
0.5 

4.0 КО 
2.0 
4.0 

11.29 11.67 12.00 
11.43 12.00 12.00 
11.57 12.00 12.00 
11.57 12.00 12.00 
11.71 12.33 13.00 

24.67 19.57 18.45 
18.33 18.00 17.89 
17.33 17.57 17.89 
16.67 17.43 17.78 
16.33 17.29 17.78 

Table 2. Calculated radiochemical yields (corrected fur dilution) Yi - У(о-СбШС12) 
from hot 38CI-for-CI, and Y2 - Y(C6F6) from hot ?8CI-for-F replacement 
in different binary mixtures of 0-C6H4CI2 and Q F Ö Variable parameters 
are X2 » X(C6F6), the С&ь mole fraction, as well as 1Л, and r°2, half-widths 
corresponding to Breit-Wigner type absorption cross sections assumed to 
describe the hot replacement process. 
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Trends found in experimental results*') could be reproduced by vhe present 
numerical calculations. Two problems, however, need further discussion. First, cross 
section functions, as compared with expectations, are too narrow and second, the slope 
•nd values of calculated hot 3ÄCl-fur-C! replacement yields turned out to be essentially 
less than those obtained from experiments (cf. Figures 3 and 4). 

Theoretical cross section functions are available from (semiclassical) trajectory 
calculations, made by Karplus, Porter and Sharma<29> in systems 'H + jH kH. and by 
Kuntz. Németh. Polányi and Wong < 3 0 > in systems 3H • *HR (mainly for R » СНз). 
assuming hydrogen isotopes i.j.k -« 1.2,3. All calculations resulted in broad cross section 
functions for the 'H-for-JH replacement**40,3I>. Similar results were obtained by making 
use of a simple, diatomic hard-sphere model elaborated by Suplinskas ( 3 2 ) and by 
MaJcourie-Lawes ( V U 4 ). This model was later developed by Malcolmc-Lawes for 
describing hot reactions of 4II and , H F with five-atom molecules as CH4, CH2F2 and 
CF4 . Model calculations in these systems resulted again in broad cross section 
functions of hot l 8F-for-F replacement. 

The mechanism of hot I K F gas phase reactions with CH3CF3 was investigated in 
detail by Krohn. Parks and Root ( % , 3 7 > . Their experimental findings were analysed in 
terms Ы thermochemical energetics ( , 7 >. According to this analysis, the excited 
(CHjCF2 ,8F)* molecule, the primary product of the hot ,HF-for-F replacement in 
CH3CF3, can loose its energy in three channels. The deexcitation without chemical 
changes proceeds in a relatively narrow, - 1 eV wide channel; in the other two, 
~ 7 eV broad channels CH2CF2+rl ,KF and and Cr^CF^F • HF form. Gas and liquid 
phase hot reactions of WC\ with Q>H.sF were studied by Coenen, Machulla and 
StőckHn< w , ). Their conclusion is that hot ^CI-for-F replacement in C„lbF proceeds 
exclusively through a one-step process. Deexcitation ttf <СбН5Ч8С1)* and (CÖFS^CIJ* 

molecules through carbon bond scission or formation of Ch\U + H O and Ct»F4 + 
• F^CI is expected to be less probable. Thus, based on the results of, and considerations 
made by Krohn et al. ( , , 7 > . a relatively narrow r 2 - 1.0-4.0 eV excitation function of 
hot MCl-for-F substitution in C f oF 6 is not physically irrealistic. In agreement with the 
experimental findings of Derei and Ache ( , ) and with the present numerical results, hot 
^CI-for-F replacement yields from binary mixtures Ы CbH^F and П-С3Н12, corrected 
for dilution, were found to be independent of mixture composition*38*. 

Very limited information is available on fine details in the mechanism of hot 
**G reactions with chlorinated benzenes. Due to the lack in gas phase experiments, 
no conclusion can be drawn on the deexcitation energetics of (СбНз CI)* and 
(QHjCl^CI)* molecules, the primary products of hot wCI-for-Cl replacement in mono-
and dichlorobenzene. Thus the parameter value r, - 0,1 eV, obtained from numerical 
calculations for the hot 38CI-for-CI replacement in 0-C6H4CI2, cannot be compared 
with experimental data. Conclusion drawn fnmi liquid phase experiments' • ' '" " 
unequivocally suggests that hot *HCI-for-Cl replacement in chlorinated benzenes is 
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generally a complicate multistep process. The — probably — most recent study on 
the topic*21 \ however, claims that hot ^Cl-for-CI replacement in certain (4H5G 
mixtures may proceed through a single-step reaction. 

Provided that physical evidence for a narrow excitation function is found, the 
essential difference between experimental and calculated yields still remains and 
suggests that a process different from direct hot replacement should also be taken into 
consideration when interpreting hot MCl-for-CI replacement yields from mixtures of 
о-СеЩСЬ and QF6-
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The interpretation of experimental hot replacement yields in mixtures, in terms 
of neutron slowing down theory, requires that the concepts used in the hot atom 
chemistry are translated into the language of the neutron slowing down problem. This 
translation is given in Eqs.(15) and (16) of Section 2.3, by utilizing elastic scattering 
and absorption (reactive collision) cross sections of the hot atom with the components 
present. Under the conditions set by Eqs.(l5) and (16), the Estrup-Wolfgang theory is 
equivalent with the first-order Hurwitz-approximation. This equivalence means that 
the low reactivity is not a necessary condition for the validity of the Estrup-Wolfgang 
formalism. All analytical approximations, leading to the collision density function used 
by Estrup and Wolfgang, require the ratio of the elastic scattering to total (elastic 
scattering + absorption) cross sections to be a slowly varying function of hot atom 
kinetic energy. As discussed by Dresner*'3 , Я 9 ), the present Estrup-Wolfgang 
fWeinberg-Wigner-Corngold and first order Hurwitz) approximations are essentially 
good up to total reaction probability R - 0.4-0.5; the validity of the second-order 
Hurwitz approximation is extended up to R - 0.8-0.9. Thus, the Hurwitz conditions 
provide a wider applicability to the same formalism, as indicated by the results obtained 
from numerical model>ng ( , 5 , , 6 ) . 

Hot replacement probabilities were calculated versus the composition of a binary 
mixture by utilizing specially chosen absorption (= replacement) cross sections in the 
approximate collision density function. Absorption cross sections were assumed to be 
constant functions in non-overlapping intervals of the hot atom kinetic energy. On the 
condition that component (1) has a high absorption peak at lower energies and component 
(2) a narrow one at higher energies, the hot replacement yield from component (1). 
corrected for dilution, may drastically increase with the mole fraction of component 
(2), while the replacement yield from component (2), corrected for dilution, remains a 
slowly varying function of the same variable. Let component (1) be associated with 
0-C6H4CI2, and component (2) with СбРб- Provided that the conditions set for their 
absorption peaks hold, this analytical approach properly reflects the concentration 
dependence of experimental yields from hot 3i*CI-for-Cl and hot 3 sCl-for F replacement. 
Experimental absorption cross section data for these hot replacement processes, which 
could justify the above picture, are not known to us. For binding energies of CI in 
C6H4CI2 and of F in CeF6 the relationship Еь(С1) < Eb(F) holds, and this relationship 
suggests that the absorption peaks are positioned as follows from the concentration 
dependence of the yields. 
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Numerical calculations with parameters resembling binary mixtures of 0-C4F4CI2 
and QFb have been carried out as well. In these calculations the collision density 
function was exactly determined by assuming Breit-Wigner type absorption cross section 
functions with maximum locations at the corresponding binding energies. The amplitude 
and width of the Breit-Wigner function are interdependent. The widths in the two 
absorption peaks were freely varied, corresponding amplitudes were determined from 
adjusting theoretical reaction probabilities to experimental yields arising from neat 
0-QH4CI2 and CÖF*. Values of logarithmic energy loss per collision were calculated 
from mass ratios of colliding partners. 

All properties of experimental hot wCl-for-F replacement data can be reproduced 
by numerical slowing down/absorption calculations. Apart from the narrow cross section 
function of MCl-for-G replacement, numerical yields remain systematically and 
essentially below experimental results. In accordance with liquid-phase experiments, 
this difference may be ascribed to process(es), different from direct hot replacement. 
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